Rotary Jet Extractor ®

The Stakes have been RAISED!
The RX20 set the standard for Rotary Jet Extraction® cleaning, with
over 25,000 units sold over the last 35 years. HydraMaster introduced
rotary extraction cleaning with three primary goals: a higher level of
cleaning performance in a carpet cleaning wand, faster drying; and
reducing fatigue for the cleaning technician. Now HydraMaster is
raising the stakes in rotary extractors with the introduction of the RX20
NEXTGEN, a new tool that redefines that standard and “ups the ante.”
Enhancements to the world’s best rotary extractor were made by
carefully listening to the input of cleaning and restoration contractors
worldwide:
• Easier to handle and more comfortable to operate.
• Extends your deep cleaning reach and optimizes
productivity with an on-board crevice tool to vacuum
to the edges and corners.
• Your customer can see extracted water and soil
through the site tube in the on-board crevice tool.
• The handle has been ergonomically enhanced and redesigned for operator comfort.
• On-board detailed operation instructions make it
easier to train new technicians.

It is kind of like
that famous

• New no-slip handle locking mechanism.

battery bunny. It
just keeps going

• Streamlined manufacturing processes without
compromising performance, reliability & durability.

and going and

How does the RX20 NEXTGEN Clean Faster and Better?

going...

It cleans the carpet fiber from 5 different angles. With 3 spray jets matched
with 5 vacuum slots that are independently suspended by a flexible spring
arm, the RX20 NEXTGEN makes over 650 cleaning passes per minute.
This super agitation, combined with the unit’s weight cleans a carpet deeper,
extracting soil and cleaning solution. The rotating head cleans all sides of
the carpet fiber, fluffing up and restoring the pile. The self-propelled RX20
NEXTGEN glides over the carpet; the rotary action of the cleaning head
does all the work. The RX20 NEXTGEN sweeps back-and-forth with just a
slight change of balance on the handle. The effort needed to use an RX20
NEXTGEN is a fraction of that used scrubbing back and forth with a wand.
Best of all, the extraction recovery performance of the RX20 NEXTGEN
dries the carpet faster than ever. The results are astounding, especially on
extremely soiled, matted carpet.
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• An additional switch sustains head rotation and
allows for operation with left hand only.
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Made in the USA

Made in the USA
www.hydramaster.com | 800.426.1301
| 425.775.7272

Rotary Jet Extractor ®

Total Floor Care System

The RX20 is not just a carpet extraction tool... Another often overlooked feature of the RX20 NEXTGEN is its ability to extract
standing water, particularly on glue down commercial carpets. An independent water extraction test by a leading trade association
demonstrated that heavier rotary extraction wands like the RX20 NEXTGEN did a better job at extracting water from glue down carpets
than many wands specifically designed for water extraction only. In fact, even on residential style carpet the RX20 outperformed many
so called dedicated extraction wands at water recovery from a flooded carpet. Multiple passes of head across the carpet ensures a
higher level of water extraction and faster drying. Finally, just like in cleaning, when using the RX20 NEXTGEN for water extraction, it
reduces fatigue, and keeps up maximum extraction even when the restoration technician is worn out.

Low moisture carpet cleaning — bonnet or
encapsulation

Hard surface floor deep cleaning, stripping, or
scrubbing – luxury vinyl tile, ceramic or porcelain
tile, natural stone, an even finished concrete

SPECIFICATIONS
Body
Length
Base width
Height
Weight
Motor
Amperage
Voltage
European models
Gearbox

• RX Hard Floor Attachment - LD
Suitable for Light Duty (LD) scrubbing of vinyl, terrazzo, slate and
marble surfaces. The brush on this attachment replaces red pads.
Part No. 190-041-024

Oil capacity
Star headplate
Cleaning heads

• RX Pad and Bonnet Driver
This attachment allows the RX to quickly convert to drive either carpet
cleaning bonnets or standard hard floor pads. Part No. 190-041-024

• RX Hard Floor Attachment - MD
Suitable for Medium Duty (MD) to aggressive scrubbing and stripping
of resilient floors, terrazzo, quarry tile and concrete floors. The brush
on this attachment replaces brown and black pads and will outlast
them more than 100 to 1. Part No. 190-041-025

Solution jets
Solution strainer/
Solution valve
Cleaning rate

• RX Hard Floor Attachment - HD
Designed for Heavy Duty (HD) to most aggressive stripping and
scrubbing of resilient floors, terrazzo, quarry tile and concrete floors.
The brush on this attachment replaces high productivity pads.
Part No. 190-041-025

Handle assembly
Transportation/
Wheels
Electric cord

PART NO. 700-041-006
Cast Aluminum Powder Coated
23 inches
16 inches
43 inches
70 lbs.
1/2 H.P. TEFC
8.6
120 Volt, 60 Cycle
220 Volt, 50 Cycle
Permanent Lube Spur Drive,
1725 RPM Input,
130 RPM Output
12 Ounces
Replaceable, Steel Spring Arms
Five (5) Cast Aluminum
Replaceable Stainless Steel Wear Shoes
Stainless Steel, 80015 T-Jet
80 Mesh, Stainless
Stainless Steel, High Pressure
Five (5) Heads Rotating at 130
RPM equaling 650 Cleaning
Passes Per Minute
Foam Grips, Adjustable Height
8” dia., 1-1/2” Wide; Grey, Non-Marking
50’, 14/3
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We’ve Got
Your Back!
Made in the USA

www.hydramaster.com | 800.426.1301 | 425.775.7272
Made in the USA

